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The Mount Carmel Community Garden was founded after an implementation report was            
created by a 2017 ENST 411 group at Bucknell. The students created a guide that included a                 
community survey gauging interest in a garden, a “Garden Guide” pamphlet with information             
about benefits of community gardens, and an outline of important implementation steps. 
Now, at the onset of the Spring 2019 semester, the community garden has come a long                
way since that initial report. Following the inception of the garden, Phillip “Bing” Cimino, the               
borough’s mayor, worked extensively to create and maintain five raised garden beds, a venture in               
which his high-school aged son played a major role during the first season. During the garden’s                
second growing season, the Mount Carmel Girl Scouts troop became the primary group involved              
in maintaining the beds, by planting and harvesting food crops in order to attain badges. Mayor                
Cimino remains interested in ensuring the future of the garden, though is too busy to do so on his                   
own. Several members of the Mount Carmel community are heavily invested in the creation of               
the garden to support the Mount Carmel community and support efforts to reduce food insecurity               
in the area, although there is no group of volunteers or garden members to consistently plant or                 
use the garden space. 
One of our community partners, Shaunna Barnhart, acts as a liaison between our student              
group and the Bucknell Center for Sustainability and the Environment (BCSE). She is the              
director of the Place Studies program and as such coordinates the Coal Region Field Station,               
which serves to link projects together over time and works with community partners to              
implement projects. She has been able to offer us her own input and possibilities for funding                
some projects for the Mount Carmel Community Garden. Hannah Buckley has also played a              
pivotal role in the maintenance of the community garden. As a Growing Change VISTA, she               
works through the BSCE in support of the Coal Region Field Station. She has been working                
towards creating a Garden Committee, consisting of volunteers who have a mutual interest in the               
success of the garden as both a community hub and a charitable venture to donate produce to a                  
local food pantry. Jake Betz, the director of the Mother Maria Kaupas Center in Mount Carmel,                
is another community partner who is also invested in the future of the garden. The Kaupas                
Center is a ministry within the Divine Redeemer Parish, and coordinates various volunteer             
projects within the Mount Carmel community. Through partnering with Bucknell courses, the            
center has had a large impact on the larger community over the past few years. As a leader in the                    
Mount Carmel community, Jake Betz has been an important resource in helping Hannah with              
continuing the garden’s progress and generating interest in the community. 
The current members of the Garden Committee are Hannah, Master Gardener Charmaine            
Ryan, and Charmaine’s daughter Tonia Wydra, who is the Mount Carmel Girl Scout troop              
leader. The three women meet when necessary to discuss the state of the garden and potential                
ways to reach out to the community, but the garden still lacks a core team of dedicated local                  




Some of the most important goals for the community garden revolve around expanding             
community involvement through increasing the number of regular volunteers and connecting           
with various groups in Mount Carmel. There are also a number of physical improvements to the                
garden to make it a more welcoming and effective growing space, and to help bring more                
volunteers to the garden. With this in mind, one of our goals was to research what efforts must                  
go into implementing each of these physical improvements so that the future volunteers can work               
towards executing them. 
● Expanding volunteer base - ​Our community partners expressed interest in expanding           
the community’s involvement in the garden. Currently, there is no group invested in             
continuing the growth of the garden besides the garden committee. Hannah has put a lot               
of effort into reaching out to the community to find more interested volunteers; however,              
since her time in Mount Carmel is limited, our partners are hopeful that a passionate local                
resident is able to dedicate enough time to take over leadership of the garden.  
● Connecting with Mount Carmel youth - ​Our community partners think that it would be              
beneficial to connect children in an after-school program with the garden in some way.              
The teacher who leads this program, Hannah Monger, has expressed interest in bringing             
the group of children once a week to engage with the garden. She has communicated that                
she would benefit from lesson plans that our group could possibly create.  
● Rainwater collection system - ​Last season, the employees at a nearby community pool             
watered the plots that the Girl Scouts planted. The community partners think that the              
garden could benefit from a rainwater collection system for a more efficient way to              
access water.  
● On-site composting bin - ​Developing a composting system would include adding a bin             
to the garden for on-site waste, and educating our garden committee and volunteer base              
on the benefits and best practices of composting so that they may begin contributing              
organic waste from their homes.  
● Increasing number of raised beds - ​Expanding the number of raised beds could attract              
more volunteers, and would generate more harvested food to be donated to local food              
pantries. More planting space can accommodate a greater variety of plants, which would             




Assets and Needs 
Currently the most important assets of the garden are the garden committee and other              
people who have been working to improve the garden over the past two seasons. Other assets, of                 
course, include the physical space that the garden occupies and the raised beds that Mayor               
Cimino was able to construct. The Lewisburg Community Garden is also an asset, for              
information as well as physical resources, as Jen Partica, the Garden Coordinator, has agreed to               
provide the Mount Carmel garden with some extra seedlings at the start of this growing season.                
The relationship between the Mount Carmel Community Garden and the Lewisburg Community            
Garden was established through a previous ENST 411 project in 2017, when students             
coordinated a visit to Lewisburg Community Garden by Mayor Cimino to see a successful              
example; this initial partnership helped make the Mount Carmel Community Garden a reality,             
and will continue to be a valuable relationship as the garden continues to grow. 
The Bucknell Center for Sustainability and the Environment (BCSE) is also an important             
resource thanks to a great deal of support from our partners Shaunna Barnhart and Hannah               
Buckley, whose roles are described above. The BCSE has also been able to provide some degree                
of financial support for efforts to publicize and expand the garden, for supplies that we were not                 
able to collect through donation, and volunteer support. Our group was able to attend the third                
annual Sowing Change conference at Bucknell, where we listened to speakers address various             
aspects of community gardening, attended a poster session, and interacted with local gardeners.             
The event was not only a good asset for networking, but also provided valuable information as                
we begin working on the project.  
Regarding the garden’s needs at the start of our project, we had hoped to expand the                
Garden Committee and increase community involvement by recruiting more volunteers from the            
Mount Carmel area, and from these volunteers we are hopeful that during the upcoming summer               
growing season someone will step up to take a major role in the upkeep of the garden after our                   
ENST 411 course ends. There are several local organizations and businesses that may be              
interested in contributing to the success of the garden through volunteering or donating supplies,              
and could be important for us to explore. The development of a more consistent volunteer base                
was the most important need of the garden, but there were also specific improvements to the                
garden that had been conveyed to us in our initial meetings. Mayor Cimino had reached out to                 
our community partner, Jake Betz, to convey what he saw as some of the needs of the garden,                  
including a rainwater collection system, a composting system, and expansion of the number of              
beds. In this way, the needs were partly technical (in the sense of physical improvements to the                 
function of the garden) and partly interpersonal. These needs were interrelated in that an              
improved garden may attract more volunteers, and a larger volunteer base will make             





Effects of Community Gardens on the Community 
I. Individual Health Benefits: 
There are many benefits to gardening within a community, including individual health,            
social cohesion and educational benefits. Gardening has been proven to lower stress levels, and              
allow people to express themselves through planting. This fosters individual growth and personal             
connections with their identities. Kingsley, Townsend & Henderson-Wilson’s (2009)         
ethnographic work at ‘Dig In’ community garden in Port Melbourne, Australia highlights some             
of the main health benefits of community gardens expressed by the gardeners themselves.             
Members describe the garden as a “sanctuary” environment where they can relieve their stresses              
of the outside world by interacting with others within the community (Kingsley et al., 2009,               
p.211). They find comfort in the support from other volunteers with whom they can converse               
with and receive advice from. Watching one’s own crops grow can be a rewarding experience,               
and can contribute to one’s sense of achievement. Although some efforts may take a while to see                 
growth, like the development of a composting system, the feeling of self-achievement can             
outweigh those initial efforts. Members also acknowledge that the crops they harvest and eat are               
nutritious and beneficial for their health. They use organic growing methods and are             
knowledgeable about how and where their food is coming from (Kingsley et al., 2009). Planting               
your own food helps to combat the issue of food insecurity within communities.  
II. Improving Social Cohesion: 
Another advantage to community gardens is that they “aid in creating a sense of place               
and fostering community pride in neighborhoods” (Milburn, 2010, p.72). Those involved are            
able to use the garden as a meeting place for social events, which increases connections within                
the community as a whole. Each of these benefits leads to an increase in social capital, resulting                 
in more successful and future-focused communities. 
III. Educational Benefits: 
Gardening can teach people a great deal about the environment and the land that they are                
working with. By planting a garden, one is directly improving the health of the environment by                
increasing the amount of green space and connecting people to nature. If one is involved in                
maintaining a garden, they are immediately more aware of their surroundings and more likely to               
protect the environment (Milburn, 2010). This creates a sense of spirituality in which the              
volunteers feel deeply connected to nature. Gardening can act as a form of outdoor education and                
even inspire the youth to take action towards the threats of climate change on their specific                
garden. Children and adults can learn about food production, and feel empowered knowing that              
they can feed themselves and others through gardening. One elderly member of ‘Dig In’              
recognized this by commenting on her age not stopping her from learning from the garden               
(Kingsley et al., 2009).  
Improving Community Involvement 
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One of the main struggles initially expressed by our community partners had been             
gaining interest in involvement with the garden. This is an important issue to tackle because it                
can determine the future of any community garden. Milburn (2010) recognizes that a “lack of               
sustained interest” is one of the main factors that threatens the success of gardens (p.74). 
Milburn explains that location, community outreach, leadership opportunities and         
funding can all contribute to the level of sustained interest. It is important that a community                
garden is centrally located so that it is accessible to as many community members as possible.                
Having it be a walkable or bikeable distance from the volunteers’ homes is an additional benefit.                
Its location next to the community pool is beneficial because, as a popular public location, it is                 
possible that those involved in the pool could become interested in the garden as well.               
Community outreach, as we have mentioned, is another central factor in the garden’s success.              
McKinne & Halfacre (2008) suggest that a workshop lead by a knowledgeable stakeholder could              
teach the community about gardening, and empower them to feel confident while in the garden.               
In the context of our project, either Jen Partica or Charmaine could lead an event like this, since                  
they are expert gardeners. This would likely recruit more volunteers and strengthen their interest              
because of their newfound knowledge. These types of events would strengthen the initial             
volunteer base established this semester. The interest from the elementary after-school program            
leader, along with the possibility of connecting with high school students, strengthens this             
diversity of involvement. Ongoing participation can also be aided by the creation of an              
information center, a website, an email list, and newspaper articles. If involvement inconsistency             
becomes an issue, it would be crucial to continue communicating with those who are involved               
and have been involved in the past. McKinne & Halfacre recommend identifying long-term             
volunteers and scheduling “department” meetings within that group. This core group could share             
in assuming leadership roles. Having a leader, or a few leaders, is important in motivating other                
community members to participate and complete important tasks for the garden’s success            
(Milburn, 2010). Another idea to insure maintenance of the garden would be to identify an               
organization to act as the primary caretakers of the garden. At the College of Charleston               
community garden, the organizers selected a caretaker group based on four main qualities that              
they possessed: “interested in environmental issues, community service, was stable, and had a             
history of keeping up projects for an extended period of time” (McKinne & Halfacre, 2008,               
p.154). In order to ensure the group’s prolonged dedication to the garden, it is important to                
clearly outline their responsibilities and sign a contract of sorts (McKinne & Halfacre, 2008).              
Funding is the last main factor that affects sustained participation. Fundraising and seeking out              
donations are useful tools for expanding infrastructure, like the desired compost bins and             
rainwater collection system. More people may feel inclined to join the garden’s community if              
there is evidence that the garden has the capacity to grow (Milburn, 2010). 
During a breakout session at the Sowing Change Conference, the speakers addressed the             
importance of storytelling between individuals. One speaker, a Bucknell sophomore, spoke about            
the research he conducted last summer in Lewisburg. His work involved creating and distributing              
a survey to Lewisburg Community Garden volunteers that asked questions about their personal             
experiences while working in the garden. He then compiled their stories into a blog for the public                 
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to see. This type of storytelling is very important in reflecting on one’s experiences and can tell                 
us a lot about the values of gardening. The research student highlighted the significance of               
shared experiences, and learning from other people within the community through their personal             
stories. Future groups could explore the idea of personal storytelling to inspire Mount Carmel              
residents to participate in their local garden. Specifically, groups could record interviews of             
community gardeners of all ages sharing their stories and show this to the Mount Carmel public,                
possibly through their highly active Facebook group. These personal perspectives would make            
the idea of gardening more compelling and exciting to the public (Sowing Change Conference). 
Garden-based Learning 
There are many benefits to working in a community garden for people of all ages and                
backgrounds. Particularly, it can complement education for students to enhance not only their             
ability and willingness to learn, but also their development and well-being as a whole. This               
research is important because our community partners are strongly considering partnering with a             
Mount Carmel after-school program, and the literature supports the notion that this would             
provide many benefits to the students who become involved in gardening. This research could              
also support the creation of the garden as a site for Mount Carmel Area High School’s seniors to                  
complete their required volunteer project, as they would not only contribute to their community              
but also gain important life skills and environmental knowledge. We would like to acknowledge              
Cornell’s Garden-Based Learning site, as its summary of key findings in the literature that              
support garden education was an important resource for this report. 
Hands-on learning in a garden reinforces skills that are taught in a classroom. Gardening              
provides students with the opportunity to learn about the scientific method, observing plant             
growth and other biological processes, art and visual understanding, and reading/literacy skills            
through garden journals (Hughes, DiCluadio, & Savoca, 2013). Some studies also suggest that             
curricula that include garden activities are correlated to higher test scores, particularly in science              
(Smith & Motsenbocker 2005; Waliczek & Zajicek 2005). Ozer (2007) collected anecdotal            
evidence from garden teachers showing that students who struggle in the classroom thrive in a               
garden environment, and that gardening promotes academic performance. Gardening also          
provides students a chance to reconnect with nature and gain environmental knowledge, and may              
increase positive attitudes towards environmental issues (Hughes et al., 2013; Waliczek &            
Zajicek, 1999).  
Gardening in an educational setting is also thought to improve the nutritional knowledge             
and well-being of students. Students in schools with a garden and a garden-enhanced nutrition              
curriculum are more likely to have a preference for vegetables or greater willingness to try them                
(Hughes et al., 2013; McAleese & Rankin, 2007; Morgan et al., 2010; Ozer, 2007). Gardening               
also encourages and increases physical activity through planting, weeding, harvesting, etc., and            
higher rates of activity are associated with lower risk of disease and obesity (Hughes et al. 2013).                 
It is a healthy activity in every sense: gardening can be an important form of stress relief, a time                   
for self-discovery, and is overall a restorative experience (Catanzaro & Ekanem, 2004; Van Den              
Berg & Custers, 2011).  
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Gardening is also an effective way of developing children’s life skills, as well as              
encouraging social development. Working together in a garden with others strengthens           
interpersonal connections between students and their peers and teachers, and can increase            
students’ ability to work in group settings (Robinson & Zajicek, 2005). Gardeners of all ages are                
also better able to establish a sense of place and are more likely to engage with and help their                   
neighbors and peers (Kuo, 1998; Pothukuchi, 2004). Students who work in gardens are exposed              
to greater risk-taking, and their experiences and abilities are expanded (Hughes et al. 2013).  
Bringing students into a gardening space can take many forms. Hannah Monger, a             
teacher in Mount Carmel and the head of the after-school program, has expressed interest in               
leading activities with the children at the garden in the future. Mrs. Monger has voiced concerns                
about what types of lessons and activities she can introduce to the students while in the space.                 
We compiled research on existing lesson plans and curricula that may inform how we organize               
the time the students spend in working in the garden. See the Methodology section below for                
greater detail on the potential structure of the lesson plans. See a list of resources for creating                 
garden-based lesson plans in the bibliography below. 
Garden Maintenance and Improvement 
Mayor Bing Cimino had conveyed to us early on that some of the improvements he               
foresaw were systems for composting and rainwater collection, as well as construction of more              
raised garden beds. To this end, we began conducting research on the best ways to go about                 
achieving these goals in the most cost-effective way possible. Perhaps the most obvious resource              
is the previous ENST 411 Garden Guide (Deardorff, Friedman, & Walton, 2017), which contains              
step-by-step instructions detailing a method of constructing a raised garden bed. A bit of              
background research using articles from Lowe’s (2016) and ​The Farmer’s Almanac (2018)            
corroborate the guidelines that the previous group outlined in section 4 of their Garden Guide.  
As for the rainwater collection system, we have found several comprehensive guides            
regarding rain harvesting. Sam Angima, while working in the Department of Horticulture at the              
University of Oregon, published an article titled “Harvesting Rainwater for Use in the Garden,”              
(2014) which details different methods of capturing, storing, and using rainwater. The methods             
described here and in most other guides (​Ecowatch ​2018, ​GrowVeg 2012) rely on rainwater              
runoff from the roof of a building into a catchment barrel system via a gutter and filter. This type                   
of system could be implemented at the nearby pool building, and would save water by recycling                
rainwater while also providing “softer” water containing fewer salts (Decker, 2014). Although it             
would improve the environmental impact of the garden, the water would still have to be carried                
from the pool building to the garden with this type of system in place.  
There are rainwater harvesting systems that are “standalone” systems - that is, they do not               
require a roof from which to collect runoff. These systems usually consist of a barrel or other                 
container with a large apparatus for catching rain on top of it. A company called “RainSaucers”                
sells 48” and 61” catchment saucers for $70 and $90, respectively (​Rainsaucers.com)​. We were              
able to find one guide on how to make one of your own using a tarp, but the materials for the                     
supporting structure are more expensive than the plastic RainSaucers. Without funding, the cost             
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of a rainwater harvesting system could be a barrier, whether it is standalone or using runoff from                 
the roof of the building by the pool. A rain barrel for roof runoff may not be prohibitively                  
expensive and could be a good addition to the garden even if it must remain over by the pool                   
area, but we will need to continue searching for one being sold for an adequately low price. 
As for the composting system, we were able to hear a speaker at the Sowing Change                
conference discuss the ways composting improves the health of an entire food network. By              
illustrating the interconnectedness of food supply chains, speaker Sam Evers showed how a             
community garden can fit into the bigger picture of a food network - in our case, the food                  
network of Mount Carmel and the surrounding area. He discussed the idea of a “circular               
economy,” where material that would normally be wasted is instead added back into the              
production stage, effectively designing waste out of the system. This idea aligns with our goal of                
creating a composting system, in which food waste would go back into the food network and be                 
used to produce more food instead of being thrown away. Putting waste back into production via                
composting, and giving our produce to a local food pantry or sponsoring restaurant, would both               
increase the connectedness of Mount Carmel’s food network and contribute to a healthier, more              
circular food network design. 
One of our group members completed a composting report for a project concerning the              
Buffalo Valley Lutheran Village, which will be a great resource for planning a composting              
program in Mount Carmel (Eck & Cai, 2017). The benefits of a composting system to garden                
health and general environmental consciousness are outlined in this document. Composting is a             
relatively inexpensive process. A composting bin can be made from pallets (​Growveg ​2016),             
which we have available for garden construction projects. We can also look into             
vermicomposting, or composting with added earthworms. When used in compost, worms can            
benefit the soil by aerating it through tunneling, consuming organic matter, and depositing             
nutrient-rich castings​, and are relatively cheap to add to compost ​(​Surrage, Lafrenière, Dixon &              
Zheng, 2010).  
Even with a compost bin and a thriving vermiculture, there remains the issue of where to                
collect the compost from. Charmaine, the Master Gardener on the Garden Committee, had             
expressed interest in having a bin on site for garden waste, which is certainly a good place to                  
start. Garden volunteers could also bring compost from their homes. There are a number of good                
resources that discuss the benefits of making your own compost, such as the EPA’s guide to                
home composting, which stresses that by reusing your household organic waste you can keep              
that material out of landfills and reduce methane emissions. Lawrence Sikora published a 1998              
research paper that proved especially useful; the author discusses both benefits and drawbacks to              
composting organic byproducts. Compost creates excellent slow-release fertilizer, but         
stabilization of the nutrient balance can require several weeks and careful management of what is               
put into the mixture. With this information, the garden is set up to begin composting with a bin                  
on-site, and educate our Garden Committee and volunteer base on the benefits and best practices               
of composting so that they may begin contributing organic waste from their homes along with               
plant waste from the garden. 
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Methodology  
Initial Community Outreach 
Much of our methodology for this project revolved around community outreach and            
networking with local residents to develop a volunteer base for the garden. We helped plan or                
attended the following events and meetings: 
● Garden Committee Meeting on February 21 
● Garden Gathering on March 28 
● Garden Committee Meeting on April 18 
● Eight other meetings with community partners 
 
We also completed the following outreach methods to publicize the garden gathering: 
● Promotional video on Mount Carmel TV and Facebook 
○ Link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M78S3X_OKDk 
● Reached out to 11 churches, which shared information through bulletins and           
services 
● Shared flyers with 13 businesses and organizations in downtown Mount Carmel 
 
In our first meeting with the full Garden Committee on February 21st, it was decided that                
the local library would host a community meeting with all who are interested in the garden on                 
Thursday, March 28th. Hannah, Jake, Charmaine, and Tonia believed that this meeting would             
come at a good time for the first major networking event for possible volunteers. At the meeting,                 
we had food supplied by the Bucknell Center for Sustainability and the Environment (BCSE) and               
gave a short presentation to “sell” the idea of the garden to the attendees. It was a great success,                   
and the meeting is detailed below in the Results section. 
In the days and weeks leading up to the 28th, we worked on generating interest and                
getting the word out by putting flyers in high-traffic places such as the library, community               
centers, and businesses in downtown Mount Carmel. Although Hannah had put up flyers before              
without much success, we believed that placing them prominently in a greater variety of              
locations would be key. We posted about the meeting on the Mount Carmel Facebook group,               
which is very active and served as a good way to contact a large portion of the community at                   
once. We were able to reach out to thirteen local churches, who were all receptive to putting a                  
note about the garden meeting in their bulletins on the Sunday prior to the meeting, March 24th.                 
Jake’s church published a notice, and several others in the area also put information in their                
bulletins and mentioned the meeting during their services: Hope Community, Our Lady Mount             
Carmel, Zion Primitive, and others. We also reached out to leaders of other community groups,               
such as the Lion’s Club, the Rotary Club, and the Senior Action Center so that any interested                 
members can attend the meeting.  
A major point of information dissemination for the garden in advance of the meeting was               
local television. There is a Mount Carmel school district TV studio, run by Mr. McFee, which is                 
used to show the students’ morning show as well as football and basketball games. Jake brought                
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it to our attention, saying that he was interviewed once for a program that ended up running                 
multiple times on the channel and generated noticeable interest for the food pantry. We visited               
the studio with Hannah, Charmaine, and Tonia, and recorded a video in which Charmaine              
discussed the history of the garden, the Girl Scouts spoke about their favorite parts of their work                 
the previous season The three of us talked about our role in the garden this year as well. Many of                    
the March 28th attendees said that they had seen the video, so we were very excited that we were                   
able to reach a wide audience of students, teachers, and parents.  
 
Connecting with United Way 
With Hannah’s help, we were able to connect the Mount Carmel Community Garden             
with The United Way. The United Way is a non-profit organization that works towards              
strengthening communities through volunteering. Each April, the United Way hosts a volunteer            
day that allows employed community members to take the day off work and instead spend the                
day volunteering. This would generate interest from community members who would have            
otherwise not had the opportunity to spend time at the community garden. Those involved could               
then share their experience with others by word of mouth to hopefully generate more interest               
within the larger community. Unfortunately, the volunteer day, scheduled for April 26th, was             
postponed due to inclement weather. Still, the donations that we collected in advance of the               
event and the work that we planned on completing with the volunteer group will prove useful                
come future volunteer events. The details of this preparation, including meeting with the garden              
committee to plan the event, can be found in Appendix A: Extended Methodology Statement. 
 
Addressing Physical Needs 
Most of the physical improvements were scheduled to be built during the United Way              
volunteer day, but with it being postponed due to weather these improvements also needed to be                
postponed. We therefore stuck to the plan of compiling information in this report so that it can be                  
handed off to the core group of volunteers for them to implement. We think that this could set                  
the group up for success once we give them all of the relevant tools and information. More                 




We recognized that our community outreach methods were limited due to the fact that we               
were unsure of how the community would respond, if at all, to our efforts. Also, by reaching out                  
primarily to specific communities and organizations, we may not have reached some individuals             
in the community who might be interested but do not have access to those particular sources of                 
information. However, we are confident that our outreach efforts have been a strong start in               




The meeting that we held on March 28th at the Mount Carmel Public Library turned out                
to be enormously successful, and was a reassuring indication that our outreach methods thus far               
have been effective in generating interest within the Mount Carmel community. We were             
pleasantly surprised at the group of 25 attendees, a larger group than we, Hannah, or the rest of                  
the garden committee had expected. Among the group were Chris Grego, who wrote an article               
that appeared on the first page of the News Item the next day (see Appendix D), and Mayor                  
Cimino, who spoke to the group about his role in the founding of the garden and offered his own                   
ideas for the garden’s future. People were excited to see the Mayor there - we could hardly                 
approach him and say hello during the initial mingling and introduction part of the meeting               
because he was surrounded by other attendees! After we introduced ourselves to the group while               
everyone signed in and helped themselves to food, there was a short presentation where              
Charmaine talked about the history of the garden, Hannah went over the short and long-term               
goals of the Garden Committee, and the three of us spoke about the social, educational, and                
health benefits of a community garden. The three group members then facilitated a “breakout              
session” where we divided the group into smaller groups of 6-7 people, and provided them with                
large sheets of paper to fill with their ideas. Although people appeared hesitant to share opinions                
with the larger group at first, they became more comfortable when we broke into smaller groups                
and presented them with the following questions for discussion: 
1. What would you like to see in the future of the garden?
2. Would you be interested in renting individual plots, having open volunteer space, or a             
mix of both?
3. What would you be most interested in planting in the garden?
Results from the discussion are broken down below into prominent themes that emerged.             
Following these themes are the results we gathered from a further interest form and responses               
from a short survey we distributed at the meeting. 
Discussion Themes 
I. Connecting with Mount Carmel Youth
We received thoughtful input from the community attendees during these breakout           
sessions and the following larger group discussion. The four smaller groups had many different              
ideas about the future of the garden and what they would like to see in both the short and                   
long-term. One of the main themes expressed by the community was their desire to involve               
student and youth groups with the community garden. One of the community members spoke              
about the importance of connecting students and young children with the older volunteers who              
could teach them gardening techniques in order to bridge the generational gap.  
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II. Harvest Distribution 
Another main idea that emerged regarded how to distribute the harvest. The two options              
discussed included donating to local food banks, and the possibility of creating a system similar               
to “Meals on Wheels”. The group that Ainslie spoke with had discussed that it can be difficult                 
for both elderly folk and lower-income families to access healthy foods. Developing a “Fresh              
Veggies on Wheels” system would alleviate this stress for these groups of people, by providing               
them with vegetables grown in the community garden. The Mount Carmel Farmers Market could              
be an important asset for the garden once they have produce to harvest, as volunteers could sell                 
the extra produce at the market, which would provide the garden with some profit that could be                 
used for any costs like seeds and maintenance fees. 
III. Possible Specialty Gardens 
Another idea had to do with planting different types of gardens like a pollinator garden, a                
children’s garden and themed gardens. A pollinator garden would be useful for the community              
garden because it would attract beneficial pollinators to the area, which fosters plant growth. A               
children’s garden that is not raised would make the area accessible to smaller children who               
cannot reach the raised beds that currently exist. Themed gardens could be an additional learning               
opportunity for all ages. For example, developing a “salsa garden” in which the community              
planted crops that would later be included in a salsa could lead to a food preparation educational                 
workshop. Bing Cimino had a similar idea of canning vegetables like cucumbers and teaching              
young children techniques to pickle vegetables.  
IV. Possible Future Events 
Other main themes from the group included future event suggestions that could generate             
more interest within the community. An event held at the garden on Earth Day could be a fun                  
way to celebrate the development of the garden and the protection of the environment in general.                
A Harvest Festival event could piggyback on this event, at which the community can harvest the                
crops grown in the garden and celebrate the success and hard work that the community has put                 
for that season. Partnering with the group Power of Produce was another suggestion made by an                
attendee at the meeting. The Susquehanna River Valley website describes this group as such:              
“Kids (and adults) learn about fruits and vegetables and healthy eating with activities and food               
tasting. Kids age 5-12 get a ‘POP Bucks’ worth $2 to buy produce, plants or seeds at our market.                   
POP teaches kids about healthy eating, ‘farm to table,’ how to make their selections and               
purchase food and also gets them to appreciate and interact with the farmers” (‘Power of Produce                
Club’). Every second Saturday of the month, the group attends the Mount Carmel Farmers              
Market to engage others in these activities that they create. The woman who had spoke about this                 
organization had offered up the idea of holding a community garden activity at one of the                
Farmers Markets in hopes of gaining understanding of children’s perspectives on gardening.  
V. Structure of the Garden 
The second question addressed the community’s vision for the structure of the garden, as              
being purely volunteer or individual plots, or a mixture of both. Members expressed their own               
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personal preferences and possible issues with committing to a specific strategy. The main             
concern about volunteer plots was that the garden would need a strong, well-developed volunteer              
base that could maintain the garden each day. Regarding specific gardening techniques, one             
experienced gardener suggested using heavy duty black plastic on the plots as a method to               
reduce weed growth and trap moisture so that the plants don’t need to be watered as often. This                  
would mean less volunteer time needed to maintain the garden, which could be a solution to not                 
having a strong volunteer base yet. More research on this method would have to be done to see if                   
this is a sustainable solution, and whether it is perceived well by the entire community.  
The issue with having all individual plots is mainly the concern that community members              
would not be interacting as often, which would lead to a lack of social cohesion. Since one of the                   
main benefits of community gardens are the mental health benefits achieved through community             
engagement, we recognize that this benefit may be suppressed if the community decides to              
pursue individually grown plots. If an individual pays for a plot that they grow on, they may be                  
more likely to be protective over their piece of land and less likely to share and work with the                   
other growers. Some people at the meeting had also expressed that their main interest was in                
volunteering, since they already have their own gardens in their yards and are not in need of                 
growing fresh foods for themselves. One breakout session came to the conclusion of creating              
community plots in which a group of people would work together on one plot and later share the                  
harvest. Another group discussed the notion of sharing from individual plots. After harvesting a              
crop, a grower may be overwhelmed with an abundance of one crop and has no use for all of the                    
same food plant. If individual growers share their harvests with each other, this would address               
the issue of a lack of social cohesion while also providing them with a more diverse harvest. The                  
excess that is produced can then be donated to local food banks and the Fresh Veggies on                 
Wheels group. 
VI. Communication Strategies 
Communication would have to be strong between the volunteers so that everybody knows             
what needs to be done in the garden on the days that they are there. This may become an issue                    
especially for those without an email or cell-phone. One meeting-goer suggested the garden have              
a notice board that could include a to-do list and a sign-in sheet that would tell the daily                  
volunteers what needs to be done and asks them to report what they had contributed to the                 
garden during their visit. Having an email chain may also be important and more convenient for                
those with access to email. Volunteers may not want to drive to the garden on their day off from                   
volunteering just to check on the board to see what is going on that week. These solutions would                  
be important if the community decides that the garden should be filled with volunteer plots. 
VII. Plants the Community Would Like to Grow 
The final question posed to the group was important in understanding how the garden              
could potentially fill a demand for foods that the community can’t always get in Mount Carmel.                
One breakout session conjured up an extensive list of plants they’d like to see growing in the                 
community garden. This list included: tomatoes, herbs, cucumbers, peppers, onion, zucchini,           
bush beans, leaf lettuce, red beets, potatoes, squash, and various flowers. Several attendees             
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acknowledged that a community garden would be a good place to grow unfamiliar, exotic plants               
or large and sprawling plants such as pumpkins, since these would be more difficult to grow in a                  
personal garden. One woman had mentioned that growing flowers and bringing them to nursing              
homes could be a great way to foster community cohesion, while at the same time making these                 
homes a more welcoming space for the elderly folks. Another person had the idea of possibly                
selling the excess flowers so that the garden could gain a small profit from growing them. 
 
Survey Responses 
I. Further Interest Sheet 
Towards the end of the meeting, we also passed around a “Further Interest” contact sheet               
in which we received a lot of valuable information from particularly interested community             
members. Through this sheet we were able to gather information about participants’ interest in              
participating in group volunteer hours, joining the garden committee, and donating           
supplies/materials to the garden. A total of nine people had filled this sheet out, which will be                 
very important as we develop the volunteer base and discover what needs and other assets we                
may have. Appendix C contains images of these contact sheets. 
II. Optional Exit Survey 
Along with the large pieces of paper that the meeting-goers wrote their ideas on during               
the breakout session, we were able to distribute and collect a survey that Hannah and Charmaine                
collectively created (see Appendix B). We collected six completed, anonymous surveys asking            
about what types of plots and foods respondents were interested in as well as if they were willing                  
to volunteer in the garden.  
All 6 respondents indicated that they were interested in participating in the community             
garden. Regarding the type of plot respondents were interested in using, several respondents             
were interested in multiple or “any” of the options: an individual garden plot, a shared plot where                 
many people work together and share the harvest, a food pantry plot where people work together                




One respondent wrote “any” beside the options and checked all of them, and one respondent               
wrote in “Pollinator garden” as another option. 
The next question on the survey asked about what types of plants the respondents were               
interested in growing. Again, many people filled out multiple options, and all of their preferences               
are represented below. Three of the six respondents selected all four options. 
 
The final question asked about how much time volunteers would potentially be interested in 





Discussion and Analysis 
The success of the March 28th meeting shows that not only is the community supportive               
of a community garden, but also that we are able to reach those who are interested through the                  
modes of outreach that we employed in the weeks leading up to the meeting. Our conversations                
with attendees showed that they heard about the meeting from a variety of different sources -                
some saw us on TV, some saw posts on Facebook, and others heard about the meeting at church                  
after their pastor made an announcement. It was gratifying to know that our work and that of the                  
Garden Committee had accomplished a big step toward our goal of improving community             
involvement. Moreover, it seemed that everyone who attended the meeting was really passionate             
about gardening and excited for the prospect of having a successful community garden in Mount               
Carmel. When Charmaine, during her presentation, asked the group whether anyone had            
gardening experience in the past, every person there said that they had some level of experience                
to share. This gave even more weight to the suggestions that people had regarding their hopes for                 
the garden and the crops and plants that they want to grow.  
The ideas that people generated during the breakout session will be important to keep in               
mind as we plan for the beginning of the growing season. The only way we expect a community                  
garden to function effectively is to incorporate the goals of the community so that the garden                
becomes a space that aligns with their vision. The garden belongs to the community, and we                
would not be able to know what is best for the space without input from those who live in Mount                    
Carmel, and who will be involved with the garden after our time working on the project has                 
ended. The turnout for the meeting provided us with a sampling of the community so that we                 
could discuss the goals of the garden as we see them and open a discussion about what the                  
community would like to achieve this season. As discussed above, some major themes that arose               
included concerns about individuals renting plots, ideas for collaboration between the garden and             
other groups, and suggestions for coordinating volunteer work.  
The importance of this type of communication with the community is discussed at length              
in Stoecker’s ​Research Methods for Community Change​, as well as Chapter 4 of Patagonia’s              
Tools for Grassroots Activists​. Along with other books and articles noted in our literature review,               
these sources were important in framing the way that we approached the meeting. We tried to                
keep our part of the presentation concise, and work to facilitate conversation with the community               
rather than monopolize the discussion with our own ideas. The literature we have read also               
aligned with the ideas that the discussion groups generated regarding community involvement.            
People brought up concepts like sustaining interest over time, encouraging interactions between            
local subcommunities, and dealing with possible conflicts - all things that we have read about as                
being parts of community research. Community input on all of these topics will allow us to better                 
understand the wants and needs of those involved, so we were glad to have been able to have a                   
discussion with such a large group. 
The community’s suggestions will help shape our goals as we move forward, and this              
document, combined with our outreach efforts, will provide the garden with the necessary tools              
to implement ideas like a partnership with Power of Produce or a notice board for volunteer                
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coordination. With the volume of ideas that circulated during the meeting, it would be impossible               
for us to implement many in the short time that we have remaining, but we hope by documenting                  
these ideas we can set them up to be possibilities for future expansion. A pollinator garden, for                 
example, is an idea that we found appealing and beneficial, but it would be ambitious to attempt                 
to implement in our remaining time. In terms of future expansion, though, a pollinator garden               
would be beneficial for the local ecosystem as part of a habitat for bees and other pollinating                 
insects and would provide an opportunity to educate students about these concepts. 
Now that a base group of interested people exists, we have hopefully paved the way for                
continued outreach as the growing season begins and we work to further develop the volunteer               
base. Our sign-in sheets and the contact information that attendees provided will allow us to               
reach out to the same group in the future next time that we host an event, and we now know that                     
our outreach methods thus far are an effective way to let even more people know about future                 
events.  
Although we handed out surveys to everyone who attended the meeting, we only received              
six responses. These are obviously not representative of the entire Mount Carmel community or              
even the entire group of attendees, but the information we learned through the survey responses               
supports the ideas and opinions people shared in the discussion, mainly that there is an interest in                 
growing a variety of plants as well as various uses for plots. The responses support the idea that a                   
mix of rentable and volunteer plots would best fit the interests of the Mount Carmel residents                
who are likely to use the garden. Also, several people were interested in a combination of plots                 
and plants grown and were interested in participating in the garden; this supports our              
understanding form the meeting that the people who attended are interested in the garden              
existing in any capacity and are willing to put in the time to get it off the ground. In terms of our                      
goal of establishing a core volunteer group, this is essential information to have and makes               





Recommendations and Next Steps 
From the onset of our work on this project, our goals have been based on leaving the                 
garden in good condition and in good hands. To this end, we have made sure to include in this                   
report as much pertinent information as we can regarding the future of the garden. This includes                
our literature review, which will provide those who pick up the reins with background              
information on the benefits of having a community garden, the importance of composting, modes              
of community outreach to further publicize the garden, and the data collected from the              
community regarding the desired structure and features of the garden. The group of volunteers              
who we met in our March “Garden Gathering” will be the garden’s most important asset in the                 
coming months and years, so it is important that the garden committee remains in contact with                
this group. All the individuals on the contact list have been informed about upcoming garden               
events, so it is our hope that they will all show continued interest in the garden this season and                   
will become a long-term volunteer base for years to come.  
The United Way was scheduled to sponsor a volunteer day on April 26th, and 26               
volunteers were expected to spend the day at the garden. Although it was cancelled due to heavy                 
rainstorms, it is promising that it will be reschedule to some time during early May. During this                 
event, several of the physical improvements to the garden will be constructed, including five              
more raised beds and a wooden compost bin. Ideally, these improvements will show that the               
garden is an active, growing place, which will help the garden continue to draw in new                
volunteers and increase the core group of garden committee members. Our hope is that the               
garden experiences a kind of snowball effect, starting with the volunteers that we recruited over               
the semester. As more people become interested, the garden will become more publicized             
through word of mouth and an expanding social media presence as our partners start posting               
photos during the growing season to the new Mount Carmel Community Garden Facebook page              
(https://www.facebook.com/mountcarmelcommunitygarden/). The outreach methods discussed     
in the Methodology section above have also proven to be effective, so continuing to publicize the                
garden in that way will hopefully continue to yield good results.  
The ideas that community members generated in the garden gathering will likely be             
combined with ideas from future meetings, and when the garden has the resources to implement               
them there will be a good record of what the community would like to see. Among these ideas,                  
some of the most feasible may also be the most beneficial for the garden and the community -                  
connecting the garden with other groups, like growing flowers for senior citizens, scheduling             
volunteer hours for high school credit, and connecting with prisons for inmate service             
opportunities. Physical improvements like a pollinator garden, fencing, or improvements to the            
layout of the garden may require some funding, but a dedicated garden committee may also be                
able to find a source of funding for the garden, whether that is bringing a portion of produce to                   
the farmer’s market, sponsorship by a local flower shop, or another source. 
As the garden’s volunteer base continues to expand, there will be some important             
decisions to be made regarding what crops to grow, the division of plots between community and                
rented beds, and coordinating volunteer times. The information in this report should be of help in                
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making preliminary judgements on those issues, but all involved community members should be             
consulted when it comes time to decide. Discussions on these concepts can also be facilitated by                
the next Americorps VISTA, who will be arriving later this year and trained by the very capable                 
current VISTA, Hannah Buckley. Next spring there may even be another ENST 411 group to               
take over our group’s role this past semester - overall, we are very excited about the prospect of                  
passing the project on when the garden is in such a good place, and we are confident that it will                    
only continue to improve from here. 
 
Plans for After-School Program 
A potential future aspect of community outreach will involve connecting with both the             
after-school program, led by Mrs. Monger, and with senior-year high school students. Mrs.             
Monger has expressed much interest in involving the 7th and 8th graders in her after-school               
program with the garden; however, she does not yet feel confident in how she would approach                
teaching garden education. We have already done extensive research on garden lesson plans for              
different age groups, and will share this information with Mrs. Monger. Part of the students’ time                
can be spent actually gardening, including planting, digging, weeding, and harvesting. Students            
can also spend time studying plants in the garden and learn about the growing process, nutrients,                
soil health, weeds, and proper gardening techniques through structured lesson plans, such as the              
list the Peterson Garden Project provides (“Environmental Education in the Community           
Garden”). Activities can also focus on learning about consumption habits, water use, and other              
food and garden-related behaviors that raise awareness of food systems and the student’s             
individual impact. Activities can also be focused on creating something new and fun, such as               
making wreaths, forcing flower bulbs to blossom, making potpourri, and drying flowers to help              
bring students closer to nature (Activities from Cornell Garden-Based Learning).  
The seniors at Mount Carmel Area High School are required to complete service hours in               
order to graduate. We think that this could be a great opportunity to connect the students with the                  
garden so that there is a sustained group of students that volunteer each year. Kyle Bray at the                  
Lewisburg Community Garden and Charmaine Ryan of the Mount Carmel garden committee            
have agreed that it is too early in the season to plant the first crops without fear of a late frost                     
ruining them, but once the crops are planted the High School could be a successful partnership                





Throughout this project, we have worked closely with our community partners - the             
community garden is their project, and we are happy to have had the opportunity to help them.                 
We would like to acknowledge them here, along with multiple other partners that contributed to               




Bucknell Center for Sustainability and the Environment 
Lewisburg Community Garden, Jen Partica and Kyle Bray 




Mayor Bing Cimino 
Mount Carmel Public Library 
Chris Grego  
Dave McFee 
Mount Carmel community groups, churches, and stores 
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Appendix A: Extended Methodology Statement 
As of April 5 
We have been able to stay on track with many of our original plans for outreach. We                 
successfully hosted the meeting on March 28th in the Mount Carmel Library which included              
food and a presentation. We publicized it as planned, with flyers, emails and phone calls to                
businesses, churches and organizations (including the American Legion, Senior Action Center,           
and Boy Scout Troop), in Mount Carmel. Many locations were receptive to receiving a flyer and                
said that they would spread the word to their group members about the meeting. We received                
five positive responses to emails promising to share information about the meeting, and churches              
had offered to post about it on their public bulletins. One of the pastors also promised to attend                  
the meeting himself, who was a great addition to the meeting. We were successful in contacting                
the Mount Carmel school district TV studio that helped us create a 12-minute promotional video.               
The video featured Charmaine as she discussed the history of the garden, her own experiences               
with gardening, and the benefits of community gardens. Footage of the Girl Scouts working in               
the garden was added as backdrop to Charmaine’s discussion. At the end of the video, all three                 
group members spoke about the garden meeting and a bit on our own experiences with               
gardening. The video has been posted on social media platforms, along with being aired in the                
school and on local television. 
We were unable to attend the PTA meeting prior to the meeting, as we spent most of that                  
week focused on other preparations for the meeting such as preparing the agenda, survey, and               
presentation materials. At future PTA meetings, it would be serve the garden well for someone to                
make an announcement to parents and teachers who want to get involved. 
As we moved forward with the project, our focus has narrowed and community outreach              
is our primary goal. While it had always been the biggest need for the garden, our focus on                  
getting the word out allowed us to host a hugely successful meeting, and the physical               
improvements to the garden have taken a back seat. Cultivating a solid volunteer core group is                
the most important thing we can do for the garden, as a dedicated group can continue work with                  
physical improvements and connecting with organizations and youth groups. The new raised            
beds, the on-site composting bin and the water collection system are still goals for the garden,                
but it is hard to be sure exactly when those improvements can be implemented based on funding                 
and availability of tools and materials. With the continued expansion of the garden’s volunteer              
base, these improvements can be built during a volunteer day once the weather permits. 
This document will serve to provide planning and information for physical           
improvements. From our literature review, we have guides for building a composting area,             
collecting rainwater runoff from a roof, and constructing new raised beds. We are also planning               
on coming up with quotes for possible BSCE funding for soil for the raised beds, and for a chest                   
or shed where tools can be stored on-site. This information will help Shaunna and Hannah to see                 
if these improvements can be funded by the BCSE, an asset that we hope the Mount Carmel                 
Community Garden can continue to benefit from. 
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As of April 21 
During the week following the March 28th meeting, our group drafted an email to send               
off to attendees thanking them for coming and contributing to the growth of the community               
garden. We thought that it would be important to generate a list of their ideas, which we attached                  
to the email as a Word file. The email also served as an invitation to a Garden Committee                  
meeting which we held on April 18th in the public library. We forwarded this to our community                 
partners, and Hannah Buckley sent it along to the community members. We were not expecting               
many people to attend this meeting, since we realized after choosing the date that it fell on Holy                  
Thursday. However, two highly engaged women (Mary and Serena) joined Hannah, Charmaine            
and our team of three. The goal of this meeting was to plan out the United Way Day of Action                    
volunteer day. Hannah had been in contact with the United Way over the past few months, with                 
the intent of partnering the garden up with their volunteers. The organization approved of this,               
and will be sending 26 volunteers from two different companies to the community garden on               
April 26.  
At the start of the meeting, Hannah introduced the event and invited the two women to                
help facilitate it. Both agreed to come at different times, which will be very helpful for Hannah                 
and Charmaine since our group cannot be there the entire time. We talked through logistics like                
providing food and water, asking the Mayor about the bathroom situation and deciding what              
tools and supplies we will need for the day. Next, we created a list of potential tasks for all of the                     
volunteers. These include: constructing the raised beds and the compost system from pallets,             
sanding down the rough edges, stapling in landscape fabric in the beds, weeding the current beds,                
putting soil in the old and new beds, hanging the MC Community Garden sign painted by                
Hannah, planting flowers in front of the sign (possibly build a smaller bed for this since we don’t                  
know how the soil is there), and painting the beds. We had met with Kyle Bray earlier on the day                    
of this meeting and his one main concern was not having enough tasks for all of the volunteers.                  
We think that this list is fairly extensive and that each volunteer will be busy throughout their                 
time at the garden. However, we did generate a few ideas about other tasks people could engage                 
in if there is extra time or not enough jobs for everyone. Serena suggested bringing volunteers to                 
the Shamokin Recycling Center, to collect free resources like soil and woodchips. Serena also              
added that she has lots of seeds and offered to bring some for the volunteers to plant their own                   
flowers/vegetables in a small planting cup. 
We are hoping to get most of the garden tools and supplies for the volunteer day as 
donations from the community members who attended the first meeting, along with others from 
the Lewisburg community. In order to advertise our need for these, we wrote up a message and 
sent it to Professor Stuhl so that he could post this in the Lewisburg Facebook page. We also 
posted it to Bucknell’s Message Center Digest each day during the week before the event. The 
message read: 
 
“The Mount Carmel Community Garden is hosting a group of 25+ volunteers on Friday, April               
26 for the annual United Way Day of Action! The Garden Committee is in need of gardening                 
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tools and supplies for this event, and we would be so grateful for any and all donations. If you                   
would like to donate or allow us to borrow tools, please contact Hannah Buckley              
(​hgb003@bucknell.edu) to coordinate drop-off, ​by Wednesday, April 24. Below is a list of items              
that we will likely need for the volunteer day. Thank you in advance for contributing to the                 
growth of the MC Community Garden! 
- Landscape fabric 
- Level 
-     Nail puller/pry bar with claw 
-     Pliers 
-     Straight head screwdriver 
- Staple gun + staples 
- Saw (3) 
- Drills (3) 
- Phillips screws (2.5-3 inches) 
- Gloves 
- Safety goggles (8 pairs) 
- Measuring tape 
- Sander 
- Weeding tools 
- Small shovels 
- Rake 
- Claw hammer 
-     Nails 
- Paint brushes (3) 
- Paint (colourful)” 
 
The supplies that we are unable to receive as donations will either be purchased with funds from                 





Appendix B: Survey  
 
Community Garden Survey 
 
The purpose of this survey is to determine interest in a new community garden.  
If you have any questions please contact Growing Change VISTA Coordinator: 
 Hannah Buckley, hgb003@bucknell.edu 
 
 
1. If you would participate in the Mount Carmel community garden, what kind of space are 
you interested in? 
❏ An individual garden spot just for me and my family 
❏ A shared plot where many people work together and share the harvest 
❏ A food pantry plot where people work together and donate the harvest to those in 
need 
❏ Other _______________________________________________ 
 
2. If you participate in the Mount Carmel community garden, what types of plants are you 
interested in growing? 
❏ Fruits ❑Vegetables ❑Herbs ❑Flowers 
❏ Other _________________________________________________ 
 




4.  ​If you answered “​no​,”​ ​why are you not interested in participating in a community 
garden?  Select all that apply: 
❏ I already have a garden 
❏ I do not have enough time to garden 
❏ I do not know how to grow food I want to eat 
❏ I do not have reliable transportation 
❏ I cannot afford gardening supplies 
❏ I do not have childcare 
❏ I already have the vegetables I need 
❏ I do not enjoy gardening 
❏ I think community gardens are unattractive 
❏ Other      _______________ 
 
5. How much time would you be willing to spend working in a community garden? 
❏ Less than 2 hours a week 
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❏ 2-4 hours a week 
❏ 5-7 hours a week 
❏ 8 or more hours a week 
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Appendix C: Further Interest Sheet Contacts 
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Appendix F: List of Helpful Contacts 
 
 
Phillip “Bing” Cimino Mount Carmel Borough Mayor 
 
Hannah Buckley Americorps Growing Change VISTA 
 
Jake Betz Director of Mother Maria Kaupas Center 
 
Shaunna Barnhart Director of​ ​the Place Studies Program at the BCSE 
 
Charmaine Ryan Master Gardener 
 
Tonia Wydra Mount Carmel Girl Scout Troop Leader 
 
Chris Grego Staff Writer for the News-Item 
 
Jen Partica Bucknell Farm and Lewisburg Community Garden Coordinator 
 
Kyle Bray Assistant Direct of Service-Learning at Bucknell University 
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